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Abstract. The paper gives a precise syntactical presentation of the arithmetical fragment (without 
universes and W-operator for the formation of well-founded trees) of Martin-Liif’s type theories, 
both in an intensional and an extensional version. Some elementary proof-theoretic properties 
are estabtished, such as the normalization of terms, the equivalence between several vekons, and 
the dropping of ty :-statement premises. 
1. Introduction 
I?. Martin-Liif has developed, in a number of successive variants, a constructive 
theory of types [6, 7, 81; cf. also [3]. There are also several related formalisms in 
the literature, in particular AUTOMATH, developed by N.G. de Bruijn, and the 
type theory underlying the recent Nuprl system developed at the Cornell Computer 
Science Department, which is quite close to Martin-Liif’s systems. AUTOMATH 
was developed for purposes of checking correctness of mathematical proofs by 
computer. It has actttally been implemented and applied to mathematical texts (see, 
e-g-, WI). 
Martin-Liif’s theories were originally developed with the aim of providing a 
foundation for constructive mathematics. But these theories have other potential 
uses, for it is one of the pleasant properties of formalisms for constructive mathe- 
matics that a proof of an existential statement, say, e.g., 3x A@, yl, . . . , yn), 
implicitly contains an algorithm for computing a value for X, given values for the 
parameters y,, . . . , yn. This feature can be exploited in programming: instead of 
directly writing down a program for an algorithm for computing an x such that 
AkY,,=** , yn), one gives a constructive proof of 3xA(x, yl,. . . , yn), and the 
algorithm is then extracted from the proof. Assuming the mathematical proof to be 
correct, no separate correctness proof for the algorithm is needed. It will 
that the aim of mechanically checking correctness of proofs and the aim of e 
algorithms from proofs are not unreiated. 
In the more traditional formalisms for coirstructive 
are implicit in the proofs. In con 
information is ex licitly containe 
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conclusion of a proof takes the form 
I-fEA, 
which may be read as “we assert that t witnesses the truth of A”; t 1s then an 
expression containing the relevant algorithmic information. For example, if I-b E 
VX E NQ E NA(x, y) (N the set of natural numbers), then t can be converted to 
an expression of the form hx.( #&I, ti[x]), i.e., a function assigning to each x E N 
a pair ( t,[x], tn[x]), and such that Vx E &4(x, t&l) holds. SO AX to[ X] is the 
algorithm extracted from the proof of VX E N3y E 3JA(x, y)* 
For these reasons, constructive type theory may be regarded as a high-level 
functional programmi~ig language. For more information about this aspect we refer 
the reader to [7] and the first two chapters of [4]. 
In this paper we shall discuss a specific technical aspect, namely the syntax of 
Mar-tin-LX’s theory of types. Martin-Liif in his presentation being primarily inter- 
ested in the intui;ive justification of the rules, no complete description of the syntax 
is given in his papers. 
The simplest way to think of these type theories is as theories about a collection 
of special sets, called types; the rules of the systems tell us what sort of elements 
each type contains. Intuitionistic predicate logic can be interpreted in these systems 
by giving explicit definitions of the logical operators, utilizing the formulas-as-types 
concept, discovered independently in 19694970 by N.G. de Bruijn, W.A. Howard 
and D.S. Scott (and, for the case of implicational logic, already by H.B. Curry and 
R. Feys in 1958). Related ideas are also utilized in [5]. 
In this paper we concentrate on a simple, but, as we think, in many respects 
representative fragment of Martin-Liif’s theories: the arithmetical part with types 
generated from N (the natural numbers) by means of the type-forming operations 
n (generalized Cartesian product) C (formation of disjoint unions), + (for the 
disjoint sum of two sets) and I (formation of ‘identity’ sets, which may be either 
empty or contain a single element); we shall not consider Martin-Liif’s universes, 
nqr his operation W for the construction of classes of well-founded trees. 
We shall present in fact two variants of this arithmetical fragment: an intensional 
version I..&, and an extensional version MLO; the first system may be regarded as 
a subsystem of the second. The simplest interpretation of LO is in terms of a 
hierarchy within classical set theory, where n, Zv etc. corres d to the formation 
of Cartesian products, disjoint unions etc. as already indicated above; functions, 
i.e., elements of Cartesian products are rp- +arded as equal if for each argument heir 
values are equal, etc. 
In A on the other hand we assume much less about equality at each type; 
functions in N -+ N which are extensionally equal but are given by different 
algorithms need not be identified in 
We use the term ‘intensional e 
rower than the obvious notion of extensional equality, a our use of ‘intensional 
equality’ therefore differs from artin-Lof’s [6] ‘definitional equality’. 
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Martin-L6f”s own presentation of his systems is in the spirit of the usual presenta- 
tions of the natural deduction system for intuitionistic predicate logic, as, e.g., in 
[9]. In order to discover the assumptions under which the conclusion in a deduction 
has been obtained, one has to inspect the whole proof tree. Because of the complexity 
of the type theories considered, the geometrical intuition is not so useful here as in 
the case of predicate logic. For precise metamathematical work we therefore prefer 
a natural-deduction style version whe e the open assumptions are carried along in 
the proof tree, i.e., a line l% 0 occurring in a deduction means that, at that point 
of the deduction, 0 has been deduced under hypotheses K 
In Section 2 we shall give a detailed description of I,; and in Section 3 we shall 
discuss some variants of the presentation; in partic , we shall show how most, 
but not all, of the rules may be simplified by dropping the so-called type premises. 
In Section 4 we shall briefly discuss the introduction ( falsum), the k-element 
types and the definability of +. fsection 5 will describe . The work on the syntax 
presented in Sections 2 and 3 runs parallel to some extent with [lo]. However, 
Rezus [lo] prefers an AUTQAIATH-style notation, and does not include identity 
types. We have not included ;lati&le.s for families of objects and families of types, 
a syntactical device available, for example, in AUT-QE (cf. Van Daalen in [ 151) 
and in the most recent versiol!s of Martin-Liif’s systems (cf. the exposition in [3], 
the introduction to [S], and [IO]). There are also parallels with the work reported 
in [4], which came to our notice only after this paper had been finished. 
Sections 3-5 are readily extended to stronger fragments of Martin-LSf’s type 
theories. Section 6 discusses normalization in L,,. The method used 
there (‘collapsing’ of the type structure by mapping the terms to intuitionistic 
finite-type arithmetic HA”) does not extend to stronger fragments of Martin-Lof’s 
type theories with universes. 
2. The theory ML; 
2.1. In troductbn 
In this section we shall describe an intensional version of what might be 
called the ‘arithmetical’ part of Martin-Liif’s theory of pes. This theory is 
‘intensional’ in the sense that we impose only minimal requirements on equality at 
each type; in Section 5 we shall describe a corresponding extensional theory 
where equality ed extensionally throughout. 
The theories 0 correspond to those fragments of the theories in [6,7] 
respectively in which neither universes nor the formation of well-founded types 
occur. There are certain ‘deviations from artin-Liif’s own versions, mainly dictated 
by reasons of expository convenience. 
2.2. The assertions (judgments) of 
s a calculus, f natural ction, 
conclusion of a deduction is an assertion or judgment, possibly depending on certain 
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assumptions. That is to say, the ssertions may be hypothetical. We shall write l% 69 
for an assertion 63 which has been derived under the finite seqttence ofassumptions 
r; more loosely we shall also use ‘assertion’ for J’% @. 
The term ‘assertion’ ;r ‘judgment’ serves to emphasize at expressions rl-’ 
to appear only in a deduction when we have concluded to be true on the basis 
of the assumptions K s it makes no sense to say that Arq t?3 is false in 
Of course, in discuss Lk metamathematically, we shall have reason to d 
expressions R 4 @ ss of their appearance ina correct formal proof of 
if in such a discussion we wish to indicate that is actually derivable, we may 
or Gmply i-r*@. If 9 is a uction of ra63 in the system, 
we shall often write 9 t-r=+ 63. 
All assertions of the theory have one of the following four forms 
A type (A is a type or proposition); 
teA (t is an element of A3 t proves A, t w!tnesses A, t realizes A); 
t = s E A (t and s are equal elemmts of A); 
A=B (A and B are equal types or propositions). 
We shall use X, y, z, U, U, w as metavariables for variables ranging over elements of 
types; t, s :as mctavariables for terrrcl denoting elements of types; A, B, C, D as 
metavariables for type-terms (expressions denoting types); @, @‘, W as metavari- 
ables for assertions. 
If we wish to indicate certain variables occurring free in expressions, we use 
square brackets, e.g., A[x], t[x]. For simultaneous substitution of tl , . . . 9 tro for 
%--9 x, in an expression J2 we write a[~,, . . . , x,/ tl, . . . , t,]. 
We shall tacitly regard expressions which are the same except for the renaming 
of bound variables as isomorphic. 
2.3. Assumptions 
Each assertion is derived under a finite, possibly empty sequence of assumptions; 
such a sequence is called a context, and has the form 
X,E Ao, x1 E Al,. . . , x, E A,, 
where Ai contains only xi free with i <j, for all j G n. Thus, a context may be written 
more explicitly as 
XOE A*, x1 E A*bol, l l l 9 & E Altxo, l - l 9 %Il- 
Some of the variables may be ‘dummy’, i.e., FV( Ai) c {x0, . . . , Xi-l}, but not 
necessarily FV( xi-i}. r, S’, r” will be used as meravariables for 
5 !f the parallel with natural 
is continually mind, 
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in rticular the version with deduction terms. euseoft d variables xA, yBiX1 
in e natural deduction calculus corresponds to the use contexts containing 
x E A 2nd / E B[x] in the theory 
2.4. Structural rules of 
There are two general structural rules, the assumption rule and the rule of thinning: 
As we shall prove later, for the contexts x0 E A*, . . . , -xn E A, appearing in a derivation 
!3 we can find, for each i s n, a derivation of x0 E ko, . . , , xi_ E E Ai+ *Ai type. 
2.5. Notational convention 
In stating the remaining rules we shall use, for all rules except REPL and SUB, 
the following convention by *way of abbreviation. The general form of the rules is 
r,Ao,ao ,..., il,An=+en 
r+49 3 
where the Ai contain assumptions discharged by the application c;i’ the rule. In 
exhibiting the form of these rules we shall usually drop contexts r not changed by 
the rule-application, and also “A+ for Ai empty. 
As a rule, the premises of an inference appear on a single line above the horizontal 
&lack line, and the conclusion immediately below the black line; but if an instance 
of a rule has n?dny, or rather Hong premises, we are occasionally forced to arrange 
the premises ih: several lines I( not separated by a black line); see for instance the 
rule +CONV in Section 2.9. 
2.6. General equality rules of ML6 
REFL 
SYM 
TRANS 
SUB 
REPLI 
EPL2 
tEA t=sA A type 
t=td tcA ’ A= 
t=tkA A=B 
t’ = tEA’ B= 
t = tkA t’= t’k A 
9 
t = t’k A 
; 
r, x E A, r’*o F=wEA 
r5 rp/ t]* 01x1 t] ’ 
r, x E A, rw3 type r*t= tk/ji 
6 
REPL3 
tEA A=B 
PEB l 
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. (i) The effect of the first two reflexivity rules is that t E 
as an abbreviation of t = t E A. Note that from REFL, W 
have 
t= t’EA 
tcA 
since 
t= tkA 
t= t%A t’= tcA 
t=tEA l 
teA 
As we shall see later, 
A=A 
A type 
is a derived rule, so we may thin% of “A type” as an abbreviation of “‘A = A”. 
(ii) From I’, x E A, r’a B = B’, lW t = t’E A with REFL, SUB: 
II, T’[x/ t] 1 B[x/ t] = B’[x/ t] 
and with REFL andd REPL: 
P, I-‘[xl t] =a B’[x/ t] = B’[xl ti]; .* 
combining this with TRANS yields 
r, rt[xf tj * B[xl t] = B’[xf t’]. 
Similarly, one can justify the generalization of the second replacement rule 
r,XE~r~~S=SkB r*t= tkA 
r, r’[xf t]+s[xj t = st[xf tq E B[xf t] l 
The equality rules for types are quite weak; nontrivial equalities between types are 
generated by term substitution and replacement of terms only. 
2.7. Type-introduction rules of 
NTY N type; 
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ITYP 
teA SEA type 
I(A, 4 s) type l 
2.8. Introductio and elimination rules of 
NI 
tEN 
OEN -9 
StE N’ 
NE 
(&, binds x and y in tl); 
III 
xEA*tEB x~A*Btype_ 
hx.t&f.xEA.B 9 
IIE 
tEl3cEA.B tkA xEA=+Btype 
Ap( t, t’) E B[xf t’] 
. 
For AP( t, t’) we shall mostly write t( t’) or even tt’ if there is no danger of confusion. 
XI 
tEA t’E B[xJt] xEA=+Btype 
p( t, t’) E Xx E A. B ; 
XE 
tECxEA.B A type tE2xEA.B x~A+Btype_ 
PdEA 
9 
Pl t E mlPcJ1 
9 
p( t, t’) will usually be written as (t, t’). 
+1 
tEA Atype Btype te B A type B type_ 
k,tEA+B ’ k,tEA+B ’ 
+E 
tEA+B xEA+t,,EC[z,‘k,,z] yEB=+tlEC[z/ ,YI zEA+B*Ctype . 
DXJO, to, 11) ECWI 
( Dqy binds x in to and y in tl, x E FV( tl), y E FV( to)). 
II 
t= t’EA A type 
eE d(A, t, t’) ’ 
IE 
t’k I(A, tt t’) A type 
t=tkA l 
2.9. Special” equality rules (CONV-ruks) 
Let ‘COW be a binary relation between terms of the same type which holds in 
the folloaing curses, for terms of the appropriate types: 
m 
-LY (0 , to, tl) conv to; 
&,,W, to, 4) conv tk yl4 
Ap( hx. t, t’) conv t[xf t’]; 
(to, td conv tiW UAU), ( 
4 to, tl) OXW tiExiltl(iE 
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The special equality rules for N, J7, C and + state, roughly, that if t conv t’, then 
t = t’ E A for the appropriate Lype A. More precisely, 
i 
to E NOI xc N,ycA*t,EA[x/Sx] 
&JO, to, h) = toE Al?u -’ 
NCONV 
tcN to E NO1 xc N,yEAa+A[x/Sx] x E N*A type 
RsyW, to, t,) = tk Ylt, R&9 to, h)l E 4 
9 
IICONV 
Ax.tE17xEA.B t’c A xEA+Btype 
(hx.t)( t’) = t[x/ t’] e B[x/t’] ; 
(to, t,)dx~ A.B A type (to, t,)EZxEA.B xEA*Btype 
poOov fd = toe A ’ ’ 
ZCONV I ~100, h) = fl E BCxIt,l tQxcA.B 
xoe A,* toE C[z/k,x,] 
-i-CQNV 
tEAi x1 E Alatl~ C[z/k,x,] zEAo+A,+C type 
O,.x,(kit, o, tl) = tibilt]E C~z/kitl 9 
where i E (0, 1) and x1 ti FV( to), xoe FV( tl). For I-types we add 
ICONV 
t E I(A, s, s’) 
t=eEI(A,s,s’)’ 
. (i) The special equality rules might also have been ‘distributed’ over the 
E-rules since for each type-forming operation the corresponding CONV-rule 
explains the behaviour of the elimination constant with respect to equality. 
(ii) It is to be noted that two forms of conversion are missing: we have not 
postulated an q-rule hx.t(x) conv t for x e FV( t) or, more formally, 
hx.t(x) E lIx E A.B 
Ax.t(x)=tdIxEA.B 
e also do not have a &axiom 
x~Aat= t’E B 
hx.t=hx.tklIxEA.B’ 
(x@ FV( t)). 
(extensionality axiom) 
nor even the more special case corresponding tc the &rule in the A-calculus 
t2= tk 
Ax.? = Ax.?% 9 
where Z= is a reduction relation generate by our conversions. 
its an alternative formulation based on combinators 
e usual way (see Sections 2. 
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mple. Below, in Proposition 2.12, we shall establish some basic properties 
of the formalism. However, by way of motivation of the formalism, we shall first 
present an example. At first sight one might expect that whenever a context I= 
(xo~Ao,x~A~,.-., X, E A,) is given and we drop from I those xi E Ai for which 
the Xi e FV(A,), we still have a context. However, the following example shows that 
this is not true. Let IO:= I( N + N, s, t), I1 := I( IO, e, e), Iz:= I( Ii, e, e), and assume 
s E N + N, t E N + N to have been established. Then we can construct he following 
deduction: 
90 91 
SEN+N tEN+N 
lo type 
9 
9 
x fs IO* I1 type 
XE I(j,YE Ip=ayEI~ 
xE 10,yE I1*Iztype 
Suppose s, t to be two primitive recursive functions which are extensionally equal 
but which cannot be shown to be equal by our special equality rules. Then the 
assumption x E IO is really needed to show e E IO; and this in turn is needed to show 
that II is a type. Only if we know that I1 is a type, we may introduce y E I, in a 
context, so y E I, has to be preceded by x E IO; we cannot show that y E I, itself is 
a context. (As we shall see later, it is not difficult to find examples of s and t which 
cannot be proved to be equal in LA; cf. Section 4.2.) 
In presenting a deduction like the one above, there are some obvious possibilities 
for abbreviating. For example, the repetition of 9 and 9, is made necessary by the 
form of the ITYP rule; however, we may abbreviate 
tEA te tcA 
I(4 4 0 type 
to 
I(4 4 t) type' 
Also, steps such as 
may be rendere in abbreviated form 
shall rat often use such abbreviatio 
e se 
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Note that if we wish to have the property of conteA& mentioned at the end of 
Section 2.4, we cannot afford to permute assumptions x E A, y E B in a context, even 
in the case where A and B are closed; this also follows from the example above. 
Another property we should like to have is that whenever a statement 1’3 t E A 
or r* t = s E A has been demonstrated, then r+A type can 
well. As an easy way to guarantee this we have included ‘type premises’ among the 
premises of most of the E- and I-rules and special equality rules (such as “x E A+ B 
type” in III, IIE, CE). In some cases these premises are actually redundant (see, 
e.g., Example 2.13) on the other hand, at least in XI the premise x E A=+B type 
cannot be omitted without strengthening the system and losing some derived rules, 
as will be shown in Example 2.13. 
2.11. The type statements of a statement 
Our next aim is to obtain some easy derived rules for the system ML& We first 
give the following definition. 
Definition. (i) If r E (X~E Ao, . . . , X, E A,,), we let f Ii E (X~E Ao, . . . , Xi-1 E Ai-1). 
(ii) I3A type is a type statement (TS) of l%M if 0 has one of the forms 
A type; t E A; t=sEA; A=B; B=A (for suitable t, s and B). 
(iii) A subtype statement (STS) of a TS of the form T+A type is 
f, XE B+C type if A=&?xE B.CorCxE B.C; 
f* B type if d= I(B, t, s); 
r+Btypeor r+Ctype if A=B+C. 
Some basic derived rules are collected together in the following propostion. 
osition. (i) If t- I3 @, then FV( 0) c: FV( r). 
(ii) Let r=(xOeAO,. . . , x,, E A,,), ~-r+ 0. Then, for all i s n, rli*Ai type is 
also derivable. 
(iii) If 1430, then the TS ofl30 are also derivable. 
(iv) If I-I%A type, then the STS of r+A type are also derivable. 
(v) If M*I(A, t, s) type9 then also t-r+t E A and t-r+s E A. 
. (i): Straightforward by induction on the depth of the deduction tree for r=+ 0. 
: Induction on the depth of the deduction tree 9 of r* 0. The only interesting 
cases are those where the rule applied changes the context not just by deletion of 
final assumptions: L. The induction step is trivial for ASS. 
If the last step 
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(induction hypothesis), t-l-‘, r’+ type and hence, by T 
, P*B type. 
If the last step of 9 is an instance of SU 
r,x~A,y~A~[x]e+ ratEA 
I-!3 Y E Mtl* @b/t1 9 
then we have to show r*A,[ t] type; but, by the I ,wehaver,xE IPI type- 
The treatment of REPL is similar. 
(iii): Induction on the depth of derivations. For example, let the last step of the 
derivation be an instance of CE: 
r+tcCxeA.B r,xEAaBtype 
rap,? E B[x/pot] l 
y (ii), the second premise implies the existence of a proof of I’aA type, and thus, 
with the other ZE-rule, r+pot E A. Then SUB applied to r, x E A=s B type yields 
r==eqxlpot] ype. 
As a second example of the induction step, consider the case where the last rule 
applied is NE, say 
?Elv to E mm x~l’4’,y~Ae~~~A[x/Sx] x E N+A type 
la,,( t, to 9 h) E 4x1 cl 
; 
then A[x/ t] type follows by an application of SUB to t E N and x E N+A type. 
(iv): Inspection of the rules s ows that a derivation with a conclusion r-A type 
must have as its final rule either one of the TYP rules (i.e., one of NTYP, IITYP, 
XTYP, ITYP, +TYP), or SUB, or THIN. Let, for example, ~4= nx E B.C. Then a 
derivation of r*A type must necessarily have the following form: 
90 9 
9, l-,"*toEA() ro+IIx E Bo.Co type 
r:*t,EA* I'+JIxE BI.CI type 
r+nx E B2.C2 type 
. 
r,=?ll~EB& type (r,a7xE B,.Cpr+A); 
here the double lines indicate that possibly some applications of THIN occur 
between two applications of SUB. This derivation is readily transformed into 
. 
r, x E “=kd type, 
where the applications of SU IN correspond step by step with those of 
the original derivation. 
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The argument is quite similar for A = Cx E C, A= I@, s, t), A= 
(v) is proved by a completely similar argument. c3 
ry. The rule E is a derived rule. 
mple. The following example shows that dropping the premise “x E A+ 
A type” in the CLrule leads to a strengthening of the system for which Proposition 
2.12 cannot hold. 
One readily shows e E I( I( N, 0, 0), e, e); therefore, an application of CI with the 
type statement premise dropped yields 
OEN (e E WN x, 01, e, 4)blOl 
(0, e) E Cx E N. I( I( N, x, 0), e, e) l 
If Proposition 2.12 holds, there must be a derivation of x E N G+ 
I( I( N, x, 0), e, e) type and hence also of x E N + e E I( N, x, 0); thence, x E N ax = 
OE N which is clearly underivable. 
In most of the other rules the type statement premises are in fact redundant; cf. 
Section 3.1. In any case, the correct form of the type statement is as a rule obvious 
from the other premises; thus we shall adopt the following convention. 
C~nventlonm. In exhibiting (parts of) deductions we shall often omit the type statement 
premises. Also from now on we shall tacitly adopt the convention that when 
Cl[X l,--09 x,] has been introduced, CD l,...,tn] is in fact short for 
W,, l l l 9 &I/h, l l l 9 &I= 
2.14. CbmQinators in 
In h we can define combinators k, s, p’, r, f of the appropriate types by 
:= hxy.x; s := Axyz.xz(yz); p’ := hxy.p(x, y); 
:= huvw. f:= huvw.DJu, vx, WY). 
The types of these constants are given by 
xEA*Btype 
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ZEA~+A~ C[z] type 
~EUZEA~-+AJ?UE 
where Bi := lIxi E AFC[ z/k&i]. 
We can derive special equality rules for these constants corresponding to conver- 
sions kt, t2 conv tl , stlt2t3 conv bl l3tf2f3)r P’( 
(0, l}), rOtI t2 conv tl , r( St) t, t2 conv t2t( rtt, t2 
From these combinators we can in turn d 
Ax.t:= kt if xe FV(t); Ax. tx := t 1FxE Iv(t); 
Axx := skik; 
Ax. la t2 := s(Ax.tl)(Ax.t2) ift2fxcrx15FV(t,); 
P(h, t2):= P’W2, 
&y(t, to, tt) := ptto(AxY-h), a& to, h) :=P(Ax*to)(Ay.t,). 
These operators defined in terms of the combinators can be shown to satisfy the 
rules; but it is to be noted that first defining tk combinators from A, R,,, DqY, p, 
ko, kl , po, pi and then defining operators A, R%),, . . . again is not the identity 
mapping: Ax.x is defined from combinators as s and this combination is defined 
from A as 
(Axyz.xz(yz))kk = Az.kz(kz) = Az.((Axy.x)z)((Axy.x)z) 
which cannot be simplified to Aaz in the absence of the &rule (i.e., t 3 t’*Ax.t 2= 
Ax. t’). 
Notation. We introduce the following abbreviations: 
Vx E A. B := Ltx E A. B, ~xEA.B:=.ExEA.B, 
and if xti FV( B), 
A+B:=IIxEA.B, Al\ B:=CXEA. 
Also 
vB:=A+ _L := I( A!, 0,l). 
ive 
3.1. 
We obtai 5 by dropping the type-statement premises 
in all I-, E- and CONV-rules except XI, +I, +E. 
14 A.S. Troelstra 
This can be establishe a closer inspection ol’ the proof of 
mise dropped ‘strong rules’, and let 
dition the strong rules e 
9 (cd(B) or “cd of 9”) in is the maximum 
e strong rules in any branch of 9. e wish to shoii 
by induction on cd(B) t any derivation 9 in d can be transformed into a 
atically weakening each application of the strong 
(a) Proposition 2.12(ii) , and if 9 shows t--l%@ then there is a 
i type. This is so because the inductive argument 
are constructed from subderivations of 9 with the 
help of SUB and THIN on 
(b) Inspection of the proofs of Proposition 2.12(iii)-(iv) shows that we can in 
fact prove these simulta in a sharpened form: if 9 shows l-r*@, then, for 
each TS ‘T+A type” of r @, there is a 9’ showing Pl%A type and, for each 
S?S ‘T’=M? type” of a f r*@, there is a 9” with cd(W) = cd@“) = 0 for 
+r’*Idr type, and a 3”’ with cd(W) = 0 for t-F=+ 0. The proof proceeds by 
induction on cd(B). 
Consider, for example, a eductian 9 w?h as final step an application of strong 
XE: 
9’ 
I%teCxeA.B = 
l-P* t E m/Pot1 
Then cd(F) = cd( 9) A 1. By the IH we have 
9p-r~tdk 
B;l-r,xEA* 
with cd( 9 i) = cd( 95) = cd( 
and thus, 
9;t- r+Cx E A.B type, 
From 9; we obtain 9,t- I%A type, cd( g4) = 0, 
9J = 0. Then, 
e now turn to a mo 
0; and by the substitution rule applied to 9; and 
e by a derivation with cd zero, etcetera. 
ased on the notion of an 
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. Two contexts 
are said to be compatible, if, for all i, 
are syntactically identical modulo e renaming of bound variables). 
If r, r’ are two compatible contexts, r” is said to be an amalgam of r and r’ 
if P is obtained by ordering r u r’ in such a way that r and F’ are contained in 
F’ as subsequences. ‘Compatible’ and ‘amalgam’ are defined similarly for finitely 
many contexts. 
3.2. Example. Let r~(XoEAorxlEA*,X2EA2[Xll), r’=(YoE 
Ai[y,-,, x1]); all variables free in Ai and AJ! are shown and x0, x1 ‘p x2, yes y2 are all 
distinct. Then, 
and 
XOE A09 YOE Ah, x1 E 4, X2E A2Cx*l, Y2E AXYO, x,1 
are both amalgams of r and r’. 
3.3. ML6 based on THIN* 
Let THIN* be the following generalization 
where r” is an amalgam of the compatible contexts F, x E A and r’ (for some 
variable x). We have the following proposition. 
Proposition. THIN* holds as a derived ruZe in 
of THIN: 
Proof. Tedious but straightforward. We give an example. Let r, r’ be as in Example 
3.2, and suppose we have premises 
Then r”a 0 for the first amalgam entioned inExample 3.2 by repeated application 
of THIN: 
A0 type Ah type 
xOc A,*Ah type xOe Ao, x, E A,+A, type A0 type yo-%,x,-Lyz-%=$@ 
xO~Ao,yo~A~,x,~A,~A2type XOEA~,YO~A~,~,EA~,Y~EA:~~ cl 
xo~Ao,yo~A~,x,~A,,xz~AZ,yz~A~~9 
e now obtain an equivalent formulation of 
16 AS. Troelstra 
but as 
where the Ai are discharged assumptions and r* is an amalgam of &, . . . , T”. 
3.4. A tree representation f 
Another possibility for presenting derivations in ML;, namely to keep as closely 
as possible to the usual deduction trees of systems of natural deduction, though 
-with a term at each node. The open assumptions at each node are then not shown 
in the form of a context, but are found by inspection of the tree above the node. 
Two features of this representation are to be noted. 
(a) An open assumption does not necessarily appear at a top node, but may 
follow a derivation of a type statement: 
A type. 
XEA 
(b) The fact that an assumption does not necessarily appear above the application 
of L. ru&e where it is being discharged requires some caution. The derivation of a 
premise for III has the form 
9 
A type 
Ex E &I, 
9’ 
teB 
where (n) is a label attached to a class [X E A] of occurrences of assumptions of 
the form x E A. The derivation 
is supposed to be inserted at each occurretice of x E A in the class labelled by (n). 
We are tempted to write the result of III as 
93 
(n) 
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where the repetition of (n) indicates that the assumption mark3 (n) h;ls been 
discharged; however, to cover also the case that [x E ] stands for an empty set of 
occurrences, the rule should be formulated as 
9 
A type 
1x E Al,,, 
9’ 9 
teB A tYPeln, 
hx.tEl?xEA.B 
We leave it to the reader to give a complete version of the tree formulation of 
3.5. A combinatorial variant of 
Section 2.14. suggests a combinatorial variant of 
kl as primitives, with types as specified there and special equality rules as suggested 
by the conversions indicated for these constants in Section 2.14. The discussion also 
shows how to embed such a variant in LA and vice versa. 
3.6. A variant with all subterms typed 
In the version of LA described above, proper subterms do not appear with 
explicit types. It is easy however to formulate a version in which all subterms of a 
term or type appear with explicit type. For example, HII and IlE become 
xEA+tEB xEA+Btype 
hxEA.tE BEl7xEA.B ’ 
tEIIxEA.B tk A 
Ap( t E lIx E A. B, t’ E A) E B[xl t’] 
etcetera. It is easy to see that dropping types from all proper subterms in a deduction 
produces an ordinary 5 deduction; that any deduction in 6 can be routinely 
translated into a deduction with explicit types for all subterms remains to be proved. 
We shall make use of this variant in our final section. 
4.1. The definability of falsum 
rtin-L6f9s formalism there also appear k-ele 
ct definable from the other t 
following proposition. 
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ition. For each type A there is an elemerrt lA such that 
Ax.l,& I(N,O, l)+A. 
f. We define &, by induction on the complexity of A: 
&q:= 0, 1 I(A,s.t) := e, I-~~~EA.B:= AX-~, 
-bx~AJi?:= (IA, &3), IA+* :== k& A (k, _i. B works eqdly well). 
Note that IA does not depend on variables free in A. The aSsertion of the theorem 
is proved by induction on the complexity of A. We check two cases. 
(a) Let A = I(B, s, t) and abbreviate I( N, t, s) as t = N s. Then we first construct 
a deduction 9 
(NI) OE N 1 E N I:& 
I(N, 091) type kiss 
uEO=N1+0=%N ZE N*R&, s, tk B REpL 
uE0 =N l*R,,(O,s, t)= R,,(l,s, t)c B 
and two deductions BO, Bl 
SEB td? OEN SEB tcB 
R-&O, s, t) = s E B R&,(1, s, t) = t c B 
s = RJO, s, t) E B’ 
Combining !&,, !& with TRANS yields a derivation of u E 0 = N 1 +s = t E B; hence, 
uEO=lU l*s=tEB 
UEO=Nl+ed(B,S,t) ’ 
AU.eE I(N,O, l)+ I(B, s, t) 
have also tacitly used THIN. 
(b) Let A = IIx E B.C. Then, 
oGN 1 type x E B+C[x] type 
ycO=, l+yEO=N 1 XEB+AJJ.L~EO=N~+C 
cate the thinnings occurring 
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. The definition of R0 a 
C If we postulate an e 
is not iform, but depends on the complexity 
type with a rule 
R,(x) E C' 
one can easily prove No+ I( N, ) since F-Ax&( X) E No + I( N, 0, l), but the con- 
verse, i.e., the existexrce of an x F (N, 0, I) + N0 has TV? be postulated i
Martin-L6f’s theory with a univ e of small types this is, on the other ha 
derivable (cf. [$, example on p m- 
4.2. Primiliue recursive functions 
All the finite types of intuitio tic finite type arithmetic (cf. [ 11, Sections 1. 
l.S] I-IA” are present in the t e structure of I_$ if we identify type 0 with type 
N. Let us use a, T for srbitra ite types. The following proposition is easy: 
Proposition. Allprimitive recurs functions are represented by terms in 5 s2 tisfy ing 
the appropriate recursion equat 
Proof. Straightforward; e.g., if E 0, t’ E C, hxy. t”E 0 + (0 + CT), then the term 
t” = Auvz.R,,(z, u, U(X 
satisfies 
t”( t’)(Axy.t”)(O) = t’, t”( t’)(Axy. t”)( St) = t”[x, yl tg t*( t’)( Axy.C)( t)], 
etcetera. Cl 
4.3. The k-element ypes Nk 
We can define types Nk with elements Ok,. . . , (k - l)& 
NJ O,ENk,IkENk:,...,(k-l)kENk 
and an elimination rule with an elimination constant Rk 
with introduction rules 
satisfying 
NkE 
teNk toe C[O,] . . 9 fk-IE C[(k-f)k] X E f++!/‘ * c[ X] type 
Rk(h tO 9 l l l 3 fk-1) E cCt] 
and special equality rule 
NkGoNv 
toe c[o,] ’ ’ l tk-1 E C[( k - 1)k-j XE N+c[X! type 
Rk(ik, to, l . . s ?k_*) = ti e c[ ik] 
. 
As follows from the proposition in Section 4.1, we can talie I( N, 0,l) for : the 
elimination rule for No is 
teN, 
and we can take Ax._& for Ro. (N.B.: oplr definition of 
since it depends on C!) N,, has no introduction rule. 
o is therefore not uniform 
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For all other k we can define B&, ik, Rk as follows. Let& be a term for a primitive 
recursive function such that 
f0 { 
n for n < k, 
kn= 
k-l fornak. 
Then we can take 
Nk:= Cn E N.I(N, n,&(n)), ik := (i, e) where i E (0, 1, . . . , k - 1). 
In particular, we may take the Signum function sg for k = 2, i.e., f2 = sg. For k = 2 
we define R2 by 
R20, to, t&= R,,(Po~, to, h) 
(x, y ti FV( tl)). We leave it to the reader to show that this R2 satisfies the appropriate 
elimination rule N2E and N,CQNV, and to extend this to a definition of Rk, k > 2, 
and a proof of NkE for these defined constants. 
Convention. We shall use 0, 1 for 02, 12. 
4.4. Definability of + 
In arithmetic, disjunction is definable by 
AvB:=3x~l[(x=O+A)~(x=l+~)]. (1) 
Similarly, we can define + in the extensional theory ML0 by 
A+B:=Cxc N,[(x=O+A)A(X=~+~)] (2) 
(cf. [ 121). The proof that this defined operation satisfies +I and +E is more involved 
than the proof that (1) satisfies the usual rules for v in arithmetic and uses 
extensionality in an essential way, in particular the fact that the domain of functions 
A + B for empty A contains a unique element, and that a constant function in A + B 
is uniquely determined by the value. In _ _Li we can also define + by a more 
complicated definition, for ‘which (2) is a first approximation. We put 
A+-:=zy~AfB[(y~= + y,, = hx.y,,c A y, 1= Ax9 B) 
-3 yl0 = A%.& A y, 1 = Ax’.y, 1 e)], 
where ti abbreviates t and tg abbreviates pjjpit) etcetera, and finally, 
+” := 2’~ E A +’ B[zlo = hu(e, e) A zll = hu(e, e)]. 
6, but we shall skip the lengthy proof 
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5.1. 
We shall now describe a purely extensional version of the (lowest level of the) 
theory of types: equality at each type, and equality between types is to be interpreted 
extensionally throughout. From a classical point of view the most obvious model 
fo t of the classical set- tical hierarchy. 
o is the same as that ; it is convenient however to think 
of “t E A” as an abbreviation of “t = t E A”. 
5.2. Structural and general equality rules of 
We adopt the same rules MS, TIIIN, REFL,“SYM, TRANS, SU 
for ML;. (This results, in combination with the other rules below, in a certain 
redundancy.) 
5.3. Type-in troduc:ion rules of 
NTYP is as before; to ITNP, XI’YP, +TYP and ITYP we add, respectively, 
A=A’ XEA~B=B’ xEA*Btype 
IIx E A. B = 17.x EA’. B’ 9 
A=A’ XEA~B=B’ x~A+Btype 
2x E A. B = Cx E A’. B’ 9 
A=A’ B-B’ A type B type 
A+B=A’-kB’ ; 
A=A’ t= tkA s=skA A type 
I(A, t, s) = I(A’, t’, s’) 
If we treat “A = A” as an abbreviation of “A type”, or what amounts to the same, 
avc a. rule $$$ added, then the rules above contain the original IITY 
+TYP and ITYP as special cases. 
5.4. Introduction and elimination rules of 
The rules are generalized to 
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(R,, binds x and y in ti and 6’1; x, ye FV( t), FV( t’), FV(tO), FV(t;)); 
III 
IIE 
CI 
CE 
+1 
+E 
xEAat=tkB x~A*Btype 
hxt = hx.t’EIIxE A.B 
9 
t= tklIxEA.B s=skA XEA*B type 
Ap( t, s) = Ap( t’, s’) E B[xls] 
; 
t= tkA s=sk B[xlt] x~A=SBtype 
(t,s)=(t’,s’)GxEA.B 
; 
t= t’E2xEA.B A type t=tkZxEA.B xEA=JBtype 
pot =pot’ e A Pit =N’E m/Pot1 
; 
t= t’EA A type B type t=t’EB A type B type 
k,,t=k&A+B k,t=k,tkA+B 
; 
zEA+ B-C type 
t=tkA+B xEA=JtO=t;EC[z/&x] yEBat,=t;EC[z/k,y] 
D&9 to, t,) = DlcJt’, G, t’l) E CIz/t] 
( DqY binds x in to, t& and y in tl, t;; XE! FV( tl), FV( ti), ye FV(to), FV(th)). The 
rules II and IE are as before. The generalized rules imply the original ones since 
t = t E A corresponds to t E A. 
5.5. Special equality rules fo;* ML0 
The special equality rule; are as before for ML;, except that to IICONV we add 
Ax.Ap( t, x) E IIx E A.B 
hx.Ap( t, x) = t E lIx E A. B 
for t with x e FV( t). That is to say, we have so-called r)-conversion (Ax. tx conv t 
for x ti FV( t)). 
As for k we can drop type assumptions in many rules; also the first two rules 
under REPL are in fact redundant. More precisely, one has the following proposition. 
Lo with all type assumptions in the I-, 
E- and CONV-rules dropped except for t two REPL rules left 
out. Then 
roposition 2.12 also applies to Lo with the first two replace- 
ment rules left out, as may be seen by inspection. We may also repeat the more 
refined analysis of Section 3.1 to see that we can drop the type assumptions 
everywhere xcept in C I and +E. Finally, we observe that the t two replace- 
ment rules can be by induction on the complexity of type using the fact 
osition 2.12 holds for lacement rules, and also using 
an exercise to the reader. Cl 
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Below we shall employ the version of 5 where types of subterms are supposed 
to be carried along, as indicated in Se 3.6. Nevertheless, we shall not always 
show the types of subterms, so as to prevent the notation from becoming too 
cumbersome. If we wish to distinguish the term obtained from t by stripping all 
type indications from the subterms of t from t itself, we talk ab he bare term t. 
Before we can say anything about normalization of terms in b we shall first 
present wo propositions of interest in their own right. 
6.1. Proposition. ( 1) If t-r* A = B, then either A = B = N or A and B have the same 
outermost type-forming operator (i.e., one of lI, 2, +, I; t regarded as a precfix). 
(2) If an I-type expression I(A, t E A’, s E A”) occurs in a deduction, then 
AsAkA”. 
(3) If a subterm RX,A,yEB ( t’ E B’, t” E B”, t”’ E B”‘) occurs in a deduction, then A = 
B’= N, B”= B[xIO], B”‘= B[xlSx]. 
(4 lfDxEA,yPB (t E C, t’ E C’, t” E C”) occurs in a deduction, then C = A + B, 6’s 
C”‘[zlkOx], C”= C”‘[zlk, y] for a suitable C”‘. 
(5) IfpO( t’ E A) or pl( t’ E A) occurs in a deduction, then A is of the form Cx E B.C. 
(6) If Ap( t E A, tk B) occurs in a deduction, then A is of the form Ilx E B.C. 
(7) If S( t E A) occurs, then A = N. 
Pro-of. Straightforward by induction on the length of deductions in 
For the next proposition we need a lengthy definition. 
6.2. De#nition. Assume t4%8 and let t be any subterm-occurrence of 0. Then t 
occurs within the scope of zero or more variable-binding operators, i.e., h, H, & 
DX,Y, RX,Y. More precisely, in a term-occurrence D&t E A, t’ E A’, t’E A’) all sub- 
term-occurrences of t’c A’ are in the scope of D with x being bound, all subterm- 
occurrences of t’e A” are within the scope of D with y being bound, and the 
subterm-occurrences of t do not count as being in the scope of D; in a term 
RX,J t E A, t’ E A’, t’k A”) all subterm-occurrences of t’k A” are within the scope of 
R with x and y being bound; subterm-occurrences in t E A or tk A’ are not 
considered to be in the scope of R. 
Let F=(yO~Ao,...,y’,,e A’,,) be a list of the vzriables bound in the occurrence 
t, in the order of their appearance, that is to say, for each n =Z m, the variable-binding 
operator corresponding to y, is, for each i < n, either within the scope of the 
variable-binding operator binding yi, or i = n - 1 and the variables ~“-1, Y,, mm- 
pond to the operator R,,,_ ,,.“,,. 
Then the subterm occurrence t with type is said to be correctly type 
t-r, I”+ t E A, and one of the following clauses holds: 
(1) t=x appears as XC 
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(2) t = 0 or t = St’ and t-P, I”*A = N; 
(3) t=hxEB.t’[x]EC and+T,T’+A=IIxEB.C; 
(4) t=(tk B, t’kC[x/ ) and t-I’, r’+ 
(5) t= (tk B’) or t= ( t’k B”) and I- 
B’ respectively; 
” for suitable 
(6) t = e and t-I’, r’+A = I( B, t’ E B, t’E B) for suitable t’, t’, B; 
(7) t= R,EN,~EB (tk N, t'k B[x/O], tttE B[x/Sx]) and M,I%+A= B[x/t”]; 
(8) t = Ap(t’E lIx E B.C, t’k B) and Fr, r’*A = C[x/ t’]; 
(9 t=p&‘dxE B.C); then I-r,r’*A= B, and if t=pl(t’EZjCE B.C), then 
t-r,rt~A=c[x/~ot'~ B]; 
(10) t = 0,~ ~,p B* (tE B+ B’, tk C[ZE B+ B’Jbx], t’k C[ZE B+ B’/k,y]); then 
w,r's[2/t]=h t-r,r', ZEB+B'=~~[Z] type. 
typed. 
ition. If Wa @, and t E A is a subterm occur~iscu;’ in @, then t is correctly 
f. Simultaneous induction on the length of derivations in ML;. q 
Corollary. 7I2e following rule is correct 
r*t=t'EA 
where t’ is obtained from t by contraction of a redex in the bare term t not occurring 
within the scope of a variable-binding operator. 
By Proposition 6.3 together with REPL. q 
Xon. Let 3 be the reduction relation generated by the conversions listed 
in Section 2.9, where the co-;ltraction of a redex is permitted only in case the redex 
occurs in the bare term and not within the scope of a variable-binding operator. Then 
each reduction sequence terminates. 
f. We shall reduce strong normalization of 6 to strong normalization for 
intuitionistic finite-type arithmetic. For intuitionistic finite-type arithmetic “‘, we 
take the formulation corresponding to N in [ll, Section 1.81 (the type 
structure is closed under exponentiation a ducts), with lambda abstraction 
instead of combinators as a primitive. Strong normalization for the terms of this 
“) is proved, e.g., in [11, Section 2.2.30]; 
extended to cover product types as well by suitably modifying 
n of strong computability, or we can use the elimination of product 
normalization for the system 
r the system without 
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We define a mapping * from the types of LA to the types of w by induction 
on their complexity: 
N* := 0, 
(lIx E A.B)* := A* -+ B”, 
(A+ B)*:= NxA*x B*, (I(A, s, t))” := 0. 
For the pairing and unpairing operators of o we write (,) 
recursor. Let F be an operator in 
Ffx, Y, 2) := dY(Po( P,X)))(AUu.z( P1( 
then, 
F( t, t’, t”) 3 t’(PdP*O) ifPO0, 
t”(pl(plt)) ifp&=SO. 
Now we extend * to terms as follows: to each variable x E A we assign a variable 
x* E A* such that x = ye x* = y*. Furt ermore, we let 
(t, t’)* := (t”, t’*), (pit)” :=pft* for iE (0, l}, 
(Ax. t[x])* := Ax*‘. t”[x*], 
kg := AxA*(O, (x, OS*)), k: := Ax’*( 1, (OA*, y)), 
(o,,(t, tobl, tdvl))” := F( t”, Ax*. t;[x*], Ay”. tT[y*]), 
where 0” is defined in a standard way as a fixed constant of type u for each finite 
type (+. Under this mapping, nontrivial reductions are preserved, i.e., t ) t’* 
t*> t’“. cl 
Proposition. Let l-t E A, 6 in normai Jorm. 7hen, 
(1) if A = N, t is a numeral; 
(2) ifA= B+ C9 then either t = k,t’ and I-?% B, or t = k,t” and t-t’% C; 
(3) ifA=Zic~ B.C, then t=(t’, t”) with +t’E B, H”E C[x/t’] for a suitable C; 
* (4) ifA=IIxcA.B, th en t = Ax. t’ for a suitable t’. 
roof. (l)-(4) are proved simultaneously by induction on the complexity of t. 0 
Corollary. Let + t E 3x E N.A[x]; then t- 1 t E A[S”Ol fop a suitable n. 
Remark. The preceding results can readily be obtained for 0 as well. 
I am indebted to D. van Dalen and J, 
conversations concerning t 
A.S. Troelstra 
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